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About This Content

AppGameKit Shader Pack provides a cool set of graphical shader effects you can use in your AppGameKit projects. They work
on all platforms (desktop, mobile and HTML5).

The pack includes all these effects:

Specular

Self Illumination

Wireframe
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Fur

Dissolve

Outline

Toon

X-Ray

See Through

Energy Shield

SSAO (Screen Space Ambient Occlusion)

Water

God Rays

Glass

Colour Grading

Glow

Terrain

Full AppGameKit source code is supplied with a library of files that makes it easy for you to apply any of these shader
individually or combined in any of your projects.

Demo projects are supplied to help you understand how the shaders are setup and applied to 3D objects. You are free to use the
effects in any of your games and apps.

New shaders have just been added (Glass, colour grading and glow). There's also a system that lets you encrypt the shaders for
your final project use.
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Title: AppGameKit - Shader Pack
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities, Web Publishing
Developer:
Jan Bögemann
Publisher:
The Game Creators
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or better

Processor: Intel Celeron / Athlon Sempron or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Open GL 2.0 compatible or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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it's bomberman, what else could you expect?. Satisfying.. Intense !
Just try this game if you're not afraid !!
You walk in a real dungeon with epic battles.
Traps, interaction with the decor, collect item for craft, with the fear of being attacked at any moment
You do potions and create spells (and you will need them), really good.
This game is dark, very hard, really immersive, the fight seems real, stressful and brutal.
Really impressed by the new version, best game VR until now !. The best thing ever!!! i caught my first gar at lvl 11 on a
crankbait it was a trophy 29.665kg gar:D
. Okay, the game looks beautiful but it's a very demanding game on older hardware. I have a desktop PC that just barely meets
the recommended specs and I only get 25-30 fps with stuttering and frame drops below 20 fps. The tracks are really short and
not much happens on it, you only get to see a lot of trees. You can combine powerups, but I did not find this mechanic that
engaging on these boring tracks. You're better off buying Sonic Racing Transformed or even F1 Race stars, these kart games
offer far more content and variety. Since there is only one developer working on this game, I don't expect it to improve a lot.
Very expensive for what it offers, I mean if it was 5 bucks I would not complain.. Good game!
- Satisfying combat
- A good assortment of historical ship types
- Challenges both historical and tactical

Not perfect though:
- A lot of simplifications were made for game balance purposes, so don't expect a high level of authenticity. Naval historians
may cringe from time to time.
- The "Unlock" system is how the game forces you to "learn" by proceeding through increasingly complex battles until you
"earn" the right to build certain ship types. However, it's not hard to go through the battles on medium difficulty level, and to
unlock the most valuable stuff takes only a few hours of gameplay. I honestly did not mind going through it.

Overall, it's a good balance between historical realism, decent graphics and quick-and-easy combat. I look forward to further
efforts along these lines.. well its a sequel of Everlasting Summer Visual novel which i missed a lot :/. This sequel ish really cute
and nice.
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wait and get it on a sale.. One of very few games in the CRTS genre, its depth and complexity stem from mechanics reminiscent
of a falling block puzzle game. It's up there among my absolute favorite games, I just wish it was more well-known.. For early
access this game runs quite well. It's charming in a way, really love the visuals and sound. However, character's dialogue could
use a little more pizzazz, but other than that: quite solid.. This game was really intense. Even though the story concept wasn't so
in-depth. The environment made it appealing. It's a good little game that's good for a few scares. But don't expect too much
from it.. I recommend this game. Even at $10 full price it's worth it. Even in its current stage I find it enjoyable and easy to
return to even with only so much of the game available. I'm going to note the things that come to mind first and foremost after a
couple of matches played.

Currently (as of 5/31) the game is for the most part playable. There's some minor issues here or there but generally the game
runs well and the core of the game can be enjoyed (simple 1v1 skirmishes). The biggest gripe I have with the game is just
simple quality of life issues ranging from UI that could be improved to having the option to speed up turn times and animations
(currently the titans walk at their standard speed, which for long distances for the larger titans can be annoying; additionally with
every turn notification text there is a few seconds pause to read the text, which makes the match feel drawn out). Otherwise, I'm
excited to see how the game will progress through early access and as a finished title. I'm hoping they can expand heavily on this
title down the road through DLC.

The audio is interesting. Sound effects are pretty loud even after turning down the sound effects and master volumes,
particularly for building demolitions. The music is enjoyable mostly but at the same time one or two tracks feel somewhat out of
place for the setting (i.e. grim dark future). Voice lines are repetitive however and get old very quickly.

The graphics are well made. The lack of graphics options, aside from an interesting anisotropic filtering slider (as in, for odd
values that aren't "bilinear/trilinear/8x/16x/etc."), is upsetting and hopefully this can be fixed in the future. Running the game on
a 1080ti on a 165 Hz monitor, the game hardly goes astray from 50-60 FPS but also uses about 60% of the 1080ti on average.
[ EDIT ]: fixed NVIDIA control panel settings, game runs very smoothly at around 70-90 FPS with same usage.

Overall, I would recommend this, especially at any sale price as it's currently listed full price $10.
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